
Legal Warning

Purpose and ownership of this website
You have accessed this website, the property of Tuscany Ride a Bike slu (hereinafter

“TRB”), with registered address at Carrer Pau Casals, 10, 3R pis AD500, Andorra la

Vella - Andorra, registered in the Companies Registry as number 21540 LLibre

S-410 and in the Registry of Commerce as number 932038 Y, with tax registration

number (NRT)  L - 71662 5 - R

. The contact email is info@tuscanyrideabike.com and the contact telephone number

is (+376) 661906

The internet domain www.tuscanyrideabike.ad, allowing access to this website, is

registered by TRB.

The purpose of this website is to provide information about the services offered by

TRB (hereinafter “the service”).

Acceptance of the terms and conditions for use of
this website
Access to this website implies full acceptance by users of the terms and conditions

of use established in this legal notice, and in the privacy policy and cookie policy,

which are also available on this website (hereinafter collectively referred to as “the

terms and conditions”). Equally, users undertake to use this website with due care,

according to current legislation, good faith and good practice, and not violate morality

and public order, according to the Use of the service section in this legal notice.

Right to modify the terms and conditions of use of
this website
TRB reserves the right to make, without notice, at any time and with immediate

effect, any modifications and periodical updates to the terms and conditions it

considers appropriate. Therefore, TRB recommends that users of this website review

the terms and conditions regularly.
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Use of the service
Users must use the service according to the law, morality, public order, good faith,

good practice and the terms and conditions.

In general, users must use the service appropriately and not carry out any activities

that are illegal or constitute an offense, violate the rights of other people or entities or

infringe any applicable legal provision.

Especially but not exclusively, users undertake:

– To use the service fairly and in accordance with current applicable Andorran

legislation.

– Not to divert or try to divert any feature of the service from its normal use, as

defined in the terms and conditions.

– Not to use robot software or any other equivalent automated process or tool when

using the service.

– Not to distribute any data, information or content that diminishes, interrupts or

prevents normal use of the service, or interrupts or reduces the normal flow of

communication.

Rights and legal positions regarding the contents of
this website
Definition of the term contents

The term contents refers to all the contents of this website, including but not limited

to the font code, design and structure for navigating the website, and also any

distinctive signs, videos, photographs and texts displayed on it.

Rights and legal positions regarding the contents

The contents of this website are subject to intellectual property rights, industrial

property rights, image rights or rights or legal positions of a similar financial nature

that are the property of TRB or third parties that have granted it the appropriate



licenses or authorisations. Therefore, access to this website does not grant users

any ownership or right of use over the contents (through, for example, reproduction,

distribution, public communication, making available or transformation), unless TRB

or the third parties owning the rights or legal positions authorize them by indicating it

on this website or through written licenses or authorisations for the purpose.

Therefore, TRB reserves the right to use watermarks, technological devices or other

security measures that enable online tracking or monitoring of unauthorized use of

these contents. . In any case, TRB reserves the right to bring any appropriate legal

actions against users of this website who infringe the said intellectual property rights,

industrial property rights, image rights or rights or legal positions of a similar financial

nature.

If a user considers that any of the content of this website infringes the rights or legal

positions of third parties, he must immediately notify TRB at the above-mentioned

email address, so that TRB can analyze and assess the issue.

Right of exclusion
TRB reserves the right to refuse or suspend access to this website, without prior

notice and at its own discretion, at any time, permanently or temporarily, to users

who breach the terms and conditions, without prejudice to any legal actions it may

bring against the users. .

Responsibilities
1.- User responsibilities

Users use the service under their sole responsibility.

All associated devices and software needed to access the service are the user’s

exclusive responsibility. Therefore, it is the user’s responsibility to take all

appropriate and necessary measures to protect their data, computer systems or

software from potential virus infections.

Equally, users are solely responsible for the use they make of the service.



2. Responsabilitat d’TRB

TRB is not liable for any damage or other consequences resulting from the use of

the service by users.

TRB is not liable for any damage or other consequences resulting from the

unavailability of this website or its contents due to technical reasons or security,

checks, updates or maintenance, or errors caused by servers or intermediary third

parties or providers.

TRB is not liable for any damage caused to users of this website by software, viruses

or other elements beyond its control.

TRB has no control over the services, contents or other elements that users of this

website may access through technical devices such as links, directories or other

means that can be accessed via this website (such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,

LinkedIn and similar). Therefore, TRB is not responsible for the technical availability,

quality or accuracy, among others, of the services, contents or other elements

accessed, or any damage or other consequences resulting from their use, unless

TRB has direct control over the editing of those contents.

Without prejudice to the above, if the user considers that the rights or legal positions

of third parties are infringed through any of the technical devices such as links,

directories or other means that can be accessed via this website, he must

immediately notify TRB at the above-mentioned email address, so that TRB can

analyse and assess the issue.

TRB can interrupt the service, temporarily or permanently, if it cannot or simply

decides not to continue operating the service. In such cases, users’ access will be

immediately canceled and TRB cannot be held liable.

Equally, TRB reserves the right, at any time and without prior notice to the users, to

modify any data, information or other contents of the service, when updating or

correcting errors or inaccuracies.



Insofar as it does not contrTRBct the provisions of applicable legislation, if TRB is

considered liable for any damages not established in this article, its liability will be

limited to specific, real and tangible damages.

In any case, TRB is not liable for any damage or other consequences resulting from

the user’s failure to fulfill the terms and conditions.

Link authorisation
Any third-party link to this website must connect to the main page. Expressly

prohibited are deep links, interlinking and any other use of the contents of this

website by third parties not authorized in writing by TRB.

Així mateix, TRB prohibeix la creació d’enllaços a aquest lloc web des d’altres llocs

web amb continguts que siguin contraris a la llei, la bona fe, els bons costums, la

moral o l’ordre públic.

Applicable legislation and jurisdiction
These terms and conditions are governed by Andorran legislation.

Users of this website are subject to Andorran jurisdiction and expressly waive any

other laws applicable to them.

Without prejudice to another legislation or jurisdiction being applicable by legal

imperative, due to a user’s consumer status.



Privacy Policy

1. Data Processor and Data Protection Officer
a) Data Processor: Tuscany ride a Bike slu (hereinafter, “TRB”), registered with
the Companies Registry of the Principality of Andorra as number 21540 LLibre

S-410 and the Registry of Commerce of the Principality of Andorra as number

932038 Y, with tax registry number (NRT)  L - 71662 5 - R and registered office

at Carrer Pau Casals, 10, 3R pis AD500, Andorra la Vella - Andorra. The company
is responsible for processing any personal data that you provide to us by
completing the information or request forms that this entity provides on the
website www.tuscanyrideabike.ad or in paper form.

b) Data Protection Officer: you can contact the Data Protection Officer of TRB
at the email address info@tuscanyrideabike.com.

2. Database declared compliant with Andorran
legislation by the Data Protection Agency of the
Principality of Andorra
In compliance with the requirements of qualified Law 15/2003 of 18 December,
on personal data protection (hereinafter, “LQPD”) and its implementing
regulations, TRB informs you that any personal data you provide will be
entered into the appropriate databases owned by TRB, duly registered with the
Data Protection Agency of the Principality of Andorra.

3. Processing purposes, lawful basis for processing
and data retention
3.1.- Processing purposes

TRB can process your personal data for the purposes described below:
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a) Through the contact form that TRB provides on the website
www.tuscanyrideabike.ad for you to make information requests, queries or
claims, this entity will collect and process your personal data in order to
process your request, and to carry out any necessary formalities or
procedures for that purpose.

b) Through the “Newsletter” section that TRB provides on the website
www.tuscanyrideabike.ad, this entity will collect and process your personal
data for the purpose of sending you commercial communications
electronically and, if necessary, by post, relating to its services and general
activities.

c) Through the contact form that TRB provides on the website
www.tuscanyrideabike.ad, you can ask to subscribe to the ACTUA Clusters.
TRB will collect and process your personal data for the purpose of processing
your request, and to carry out any necessary formalities or procedures for that
purpose.

d) Through the contact form “Starting your project”, that TRB provides on the
website www.tuscanyrideabike.ad for information requests or queries, this
entity will collect and process your personal data for the purpose of
processing your request, and to carry out any necessary formalities or
procedures for that purpose.

e) Through the contact form “Barcelona Tech City”, that TRB provides on the
website www.tuscanyrideabike.ad for information requests or queries, this
entity will collect and process your personal data for the purpose of
processing your request, and to carry out any necessary formalities or
procedures for that purpose.

f) Through the contact form “La Mêlée”, that TRB provides on the website
www.tuscanyrideabike.ad for information requests or queries, this entity will
collect and process your personal data for the purpose of processing your
request, and to carry out any necessary formalities or procedures for that
purpose.
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3.2.-Lawful basis for processing

Processing is carried out on the basis of your consent in each case. You can
withdraw your consent at any time, but withdrawal will also make it impossible
to continue processing your request.

3.3.- Data retention period

In general, your personal data will be kept for as long as required for the
purposes established in this document. Subsequently, your personal data will
be retained for the period defined by the legal requirements under applicable
legislation.

4. Categories of recipients, including service
providers, and transfers to third countries or
international organizations (international transfers)
4.1.- Where necessary for the above-mentioned purposes, your personal data
may be communicated to the following categories of recipients:

a) Providers of services to TRB that are to process your personal data,
according to the purpose, under the instructions of TRB and in accordance
with this privacy policy and any appropriate security and confidentiality
measure established by this entity, and

b) Third parties with no relation to TRB, if TRB, in good faith, identifies the
need to make the communication concerned to: (1) comply with any law,
regulation, legal procedure or government requirement with applicable
enforceability; (2) ensure compliance with the terms and conditions of the
acquired product or service, including the investigation of potential
infringements, and (3) detect, prevent or in any other way tackle fraud, security
or technical problems.

4.2.- TRB does not carry out international personal data transfers in
accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation of the European
Union (hereinafter, “GDPR”).



5. Rights relating to your personal data
In compliance with the LQPD and its implementing regulations, TRB informs
you that, to exercise your rights to access, rectification and erasure of your
personal data, recognised under this legislation, you must send a written,
signed communication to the email address info@actua.ad, attaching a copy
of your passport or other national identity document.

On the other hand, under the GDPR, if you are within the European Union, as
well as the above rights you can also exercise the following rights:

– right to restrict processing, right to data portability, right to object to
processing.

– where processing is based on your consent, the right to withdraw that
consent without affecting the lawfulness of the data processing based on
consent prior to withdrawal.

– right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority for data protection
within the European Union.

You can exercise the above rights by sending a written, signed communication
to the email address info@actua.ad, attaching a copy of your passport or other
national identity document.

Equally, you can obtain additional information about your rights by contacting
a data protection supervisory authority.

6. Security
TRB guarantees that any processing of your data that it carries out is under
strict professional secrecy, and that the appropriate technical and
organizational measures have been established to ensure the security of your
personal data and prevent their alteration, misuse, loss, theft or unauthorized
access.

7. Changes in the privacy policy



This privacy policy is subject to periodical amendments under current
applicable legislation. We therefore advise you to consult it regularly.



Cookie policy

1. General provisions
This website uses cookies, i.e. small data files generated in computers and other

mobile or electronic devices used to access the website. Among other purposes, the

cookies allow information to be obtained about the date and time you access the site

and the content you select, which helps Tuscany Ride a Bike slu  (hereinafter, “TRB”)

to improve the quality and security of those contents.

Equally, this website does not use embedded scripts, web beacons, visitor counters,

log files or any other technologies, apart from the above-mentioned cookies, to

collect information about you and any interactions you make with our information or

the advertisements we sponsor at any time.

Moreover, we only store cookies on your device if they are strictly necessary for the

website to function. We request consent for all other types of cookie and will

therefore not store any – apart from the above-mentioned cookies that are strictly

necessary for the website to function – unless previously accepted by you.

You can modify or withdraw your consent under the provisions of this policy.

Wherever cookies from this website are able to collect personal data, TRB will

process the data according to its privacy policy.

Accordingly, unlike other webmasters, TRB considers that the IP address of the

device you use to access this website, the unique ID of your mobile phone and your

unique advertising ID are data that could be used to identify you if desired,

effortlessly, so TRB considers them to be personal data. On this basis, any other

information linking the cookies (own or third-party) in any way with the IP address or

above-mentioned unique IDs are also considered personal data by TRB.



To obtain further information relating to TRB and its contact details, and about how

this company processes your personal data, you can access TRB’s privacy policy

through the following link: Privacy policy.

2. Types of cookie
TRB uses its own and third-party cookies to help manage and improve the provided

services. There are the following types:

a) Necessary cookies

Necessary cookies are cookies that enable the website to be used by activating

basic functions, such as for browsing pages and accessing secure areas of this

website. The website cannot operate properly without these cookies.

Cookie Provid

er

Purpose Expi

ry

Typ

e

wp-settings- Actua Keep user settings in wp

admin

1

year

wp-settings-ti

me-

Actua Time wp-settings- was set 1

year

b) Personalisation cookies

Personalisation cookies enable the website to remember information to change the

way the website behaves, such as your preferred language.

Cookie Prov
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x

T

y
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ssupp.visits Sma
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lnc.

Necessary for the proper

functioning of the online chat

service available on the website.

6

m

o
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h

s

ssupp.vid Sma

rtsu

pp

lnc.

Necessary for the proper

functioning of the online chat

service available on the website.

6

m

o

nt

h

s

wp-wpml_curre

nt_language

Actu

a

Stores the current language. S

e

s

si

o

n

wp-wpml_curre

nt_admin_lang

uage_

Actu

a

Stores the current language of the

WordPress admin area.

S

e

s

si



o

n

c) Statistics cookies

Statistics cookies enable TRB to understand how you interact with this website by

collecting and reporting information anonymously. The information collected through

this type of cookies is used to measure activity on the website, and to create browser

profiles for users in order to introduce improvements based on analysis of the data

about the usage made by the service users.

Cook

ie

Provid

er

Purpose Expiry Ty

pe

_ga Googl

e

It is used to distinguish users. 2

years

_gid Googl

e

It is used to distinguish users. 24

hours

_gat Googl

e

Used to limit the percentage of

requests.

1

minute

3. Blocking, deactivating or deleting cookies
You can allow, block or delete cookies installed on your device through the Settings

menu on your Internet browser. You can set it to block cookies or notify you if a

server wants to store one on it. The following links provide information about how to

set or deactivate cookies in the main browsers on the market so you can decide

whether to accept them or not.

● Microsoft Internet Explorer: Tools > Internet Options > Privacy > Settings.

https://support.microsoft.com/es-es/help/17442/windows-internet-explorer-delete-manage-cookies


● Firefox: Tools > Options > Privacy > Cookies.

● Chrome: Options > Advanced Options > Privacy.

● Safari: Preferences > Privacy.

● Safari for IOS (iPhone and iPad): Settings > Safari

● Chrome for Android: Settings> Site settings > Cookies

For further information about blocking, deactivating or deleting cookies, visit the

following site: http://www.aboutcookies.org.

https://support.mozilla.org/es/kb/habilitar-y-deshabilitar-cookies-sitios-web-rastrear-preferencias?redirectlocale=es&redirectslug=habilitar-y-deshabilitar-cookies-que-los-sitios-we
https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/61416?hl=es
https://support.apple.com/es-es/guide/safari/sfri11471/mac
https://support.apple.com/es-es/HT201265
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?co=GENIE.Platform%3DAndroid&hl=es-419
http://www.aboutcookies.org/Default.aspx?page=2

